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128 GB

REPTILE PARK

2) Mia bought a gold ring for   595 and a matching bracelet for   195. How much did 

she spend in total on her purchase of jewelry?

1)

have now?

3) Gabriel has 855 baseball cards and 525 hockey cards. How many cards does he have

in his collection altogether?

4)

5) A reptile park houses 210 varieties of lizards and 140 varieties of snakes. How many 

varieties in all does the reptile park shelter?
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Name :

Ruben has a 128-GB memory card, in which he has stored his o!ce "les. He buys a

164-GB memory card to meet a new requirement. How much space in all does he

S S

Patricia bought an exercise cycle. She burnt 650 calories on the "rst day and 925

calories on the second day. How many calories did she burn in total over the

two days?
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2) Mia bought a gold ring for   595 and a matching bracelet for   195. How much did 

she spend in total on her purchase of jewelry?

1)

have now?

3) Gabriel has 855 baseball cards and 525 hockey cards. How many cards does he have

in his collection altogether?

4)

5) A reptile park houses 210 varieties of lizards and 140 varieties of snakes. How many 

varieties in all does the reptile park shelter?
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Name :

Ruben has a 128-GB memory card, in which he has stored his o!ce "les. He buys a

164-GB memory card to meet a new requirement. How much space in all does he

S S

292 GB

1,380 cards

1,575 calories

350 varieties

790S

Patricia bought an exercise cycle. She burnt 650 calories on the "rst day and 925

calories on the second day. How many calories did she burn in total over the

two days?
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